Abstract-
a two-level GA to optimize their topology from task specifications. Chirikjian [7] examined the theoretical bounds for planning the self-reconfiguring motion of 2-D structures modules. Yamakita [8] proposed a combined control for formation control of a multiple mobile robot system using multiple coordinate systems, physical coordinate system and shape coordinate system.
The problem in the existing research on the configuration theory is recognized as following: the reconfiguration optimization almost applies the graph theory, in which the configurations are defined as vertex set and pre-defined weight between vertexes is calculated to acquire the optimal result. This paper focuses on reconfiguration optimization for a reconfigurable wheel-manipulator robot swarm. The Module State Vector and Configuration State Matrix are applied to optimization analysis in order to acquire the relation of the state transformation between the modules in the initial configuration and the modules in the object configuration.
This paper is organized as follows: Section II described the characteristics of the wheel-manipulator robot and its swarm configuration. Section III introduces the MSV and CSM. In Section IV and V, algorithms for assembling optimally the configuration and transforming optimally the configurations are introduced respectively. Section VI concludes this study.
II. A RECONFIGURABLE WHEEL-MANIPULATOR ROBOT AND SWARM CONFIGURATION

A. A Reconfigurable Wheel-manipulator Robot
For enhancing the movability and variability of robots, we have developed a reconfigurable wheel-manipulator robot, which is similar as the SMC [9] . A wheel-manipulator robot consists of a triangle wheel and a 5-DOF arm with an end-effecter [10] . As an independent agent, this robot has its CPU, power supply, actuators and communication systems [11] - [13] . The robot has two primary modes: manipulation mode and locomotion mode as shown in Fig.1 , and can transform autonomously between two modes.
The docking mechanism includes the fingers of the end-effecter, a PSD Receiver and three PSD Emitters [14] . Three fingers of the end-effecter are controlled to close or open by one motor. The connection and disconnection between the robots can be executed as the basis actions of assembling and reconfiguring the swarm configuration. 
Reconfiguration Optimization for a Swarm of Wheel-manipulator Robots
B. Swarm Configuration
Multiple robots as modules can be assembled into different configurations as shown in Fig.2 , which enhance movability in different environment or terrains. The characteristics of the reconfigurable wheel-manipulator robot and their swarm configuration are as follows: 1) A robot has the orientation due to the asymmetric wheel-manipulator mechanism, and the direction of locomotion due to the capability of independent motion. 2) One robot has three ports that can be gripped by the end-effecter of other modules. The module can flexibly connect or disconnect from the swarm configuration.
3) The multi-joint arm with an end-effecter is connection mechanism between modules. The arm posture of the modules has influence on the whole configuration. Due to the above characteristics, swarm configurations of the wheel-manipulator robots are more complicated than those of others. The existing research on the configuration representation and reconfiguration optimization is not still applicable for this kind of reconfigurable robot system. Therefore, the MSV and CSM were proposed, a novel configuration representation method for this reconfigurable wheel-manipulator robot system [15] , [16] , which supports the transformation operation corresponding to the motions of the modules and reconfiguration of the swarm configuration. This approach can also be adapted to other reconfigurable robots, like the SMC and the Swarm-bots [3] .
III. MODULE STATE VECTOR AND CONFIGURATION STATE MATRIX
A. Module State Vector
A module state model of the wheel-manipulator robot is defined, as shown in Fig.3 , to acquire the standardized state information for the module or configuration representation. This model describes the postural orientation, the locomotive direction and the connection port. Fig. 3 Model state model of a reconfigurable wheel-manipulator robot.
Based on the module state model, Module State Vector (MSV) is proposed to represent the reconfigurable wheel-manipulator robot, emphasizing the orientation, the locomotive direction, and connection relation with other modules. The MSV is defined as a vector with six elements:
The elements of MSV are listed in Table I . The definition and evaluation was described in the published paper [15] . 
B. Configuration State Matrix
The posture of the multi-joint arms of modules affects on swarm configuration. Therefore, Configuration State Matrix (CSM) is defined to represent the topology of configuration, the posture of modules and connecting relation between modules. The general form of CSM with n-module is:
The denotation and range of the column is listed in Table  II . The evaluation was described in the published paper [15] . As shown in Table I and Table II , a corresponding relation exists between the columns in the CSM and the elements of the MSV, and the state information in the CSM is same as the portion in the MSV. By the same way, the interchange of the state information exists between the modules and the swarm configuration, the basis of reconfiguration. Traversal sequence rule in the swarm configuration is traversing along the LTD, firstly from left to right, then from up to down. The acquired sequence of the modules in the configuration is thus the sequence of rows in the CSM. The relation between swarm configuration and corresponding CSM is unique for the same LTD. Fig.5 demonstrates a triangle configuration and the corresponding CSM.
The advantages of the CSM are listed in following: it contains no redundant data, and all its elements represent the correlative state information; state information in the CSM is sufficient, containing the topology, the locomotive direction, the posture and orientation, and the connection relation between modules; storage space of data is smaller than that in other methods, and a configuration assembled by n modules only needs a *4 n matrix as representation.
IV. OPTIMIZATION OF ASSEMBLING CONFIGURATION
For the reconfigurable wheel-manipulator robot swarm, according to its initial state, reconfiguration can be classified into configuration assembly and configuration transformation.
Definition of configuration assembly: n modules in m individual modules without any connection are assembled and reconfigure to a goal configuration (G).
The optimization of configuration assembly is responsible for analyzing the relation between G and the state of individual modules, acquiring how to choose n modules and the array to obtain the relatively lowest workload.
Assumptions in optimizing configuration assembly: where j β is the motion weight factor reflecting the complexity of motion of the module.
2) The total workload W is:
where V : set of 
The influence factors in expression (1) are set as:
According to the motion characteristic of the robot, the motion weight factors β in j g are set as Table III:   TABLE III  SETTING 24 P = kind of array sequence of V. According to (1) , (2) and (3), twenty-four groups of the total workload W for assembling configuration are computed through numerical simulation, and their results are listed in Table IV . From the results in Table IV , it is obviously known that when the array of modules is "module 2, module 3, module 4" corresponds to " module a, module b, module e" of G, the total workload W is the lowest and the corresponding configuration assembly in this array is optimal one. Fig. 6 demonstrates the process of assembling optimally configuration through the simulation system [17] .
V. OPTIMIZATION OF TRANSFORMING CONFIGURATION
Definition of configuration transformation: an initial configuration with m individual modules is reconfigured to a goal configuration with n modules through transforming the topology, orientation and connection relation.
The optimization of this process is responsible for analyzing the relation between the initial configuration (I) and the goal configuration (G), acquiring how to choose the modules in I and the array to reconfigure to G.
The connection relation in I may stimulate or block the reconfiguration besides of the topology and orientation. Therefore, the optimization of configuration transformation applies the integration of the posture-orientation workload ( P W ) and the connection workload ( C W ) as the optimization criterion.
Optimization algorithm for transforming configuration:
In I with m modules, n ( n m <= ) modules are chosen to reconfigure to G. The MSV of the modules in I are: 
,
The evaluation rules of C f are 
3) The total workload W is
where 1 P C λ λ + = . P λ is the weight coefficient of posture and orientation. C λ is the weight coefficient of connection relation. The two weight coefficients are provided for adjusting the weightiness of the topology and connection relation in configuration transformation. While the workload W is the lowest, the configuration transformation in this module choice and array is optimized in the appointed coefficients.
In the following example, the optimization procedure of configuration transformation is demonstrated through numerical simulation.
I is a serial configuration, and its CSM is
G is a triangle configuration, and its
The parameters and functions are set same as those in the above example for configuration assembly.
In this case ( 3 m = , 3 n = ), there are 3 3 6 P = kinds of array sequence of V . According to (4) , (5) In this example, the request is that connection relation in I needs to be kept during the configuration transformation. According to this, the weight coefficients are set as 1/ 3; 2 / 3 P C λ λ = = Based on Table V, Table VII and (9), six groups of W are computed and their results are given in Table VIII .
It is obviously known that when the array of modules in I is (1, 2, 3), as "module 1, module 2, module 3" corresponds to " module a, module b, module e" of the triangle configuration, the total workload W is the lowest and the configuration transformation in this array is optimal in the case that 1/ 3 P λ = and 2 / 3 C λ = . Fig. 7 demonstrates the process of transforming optimally the configuration through the simulation system [17] .
VI. CONCLUSION
The analysis and algorithms are presented for assembling optimally the configuration of individual modules and reconfiguring optimally the configuration for the reconfigurable wheel-manipulator robot swarm based on the MSV and CSM. The algorithms have been demonstrated and verified through the numerical simulation. The assembling configuration and transforming configuration are demonstrated by the simulation system. This proposed method can also be utilized to other reconfigurable robots with multi-joint arm as connection mechanism and independently movable module. 
